T he fractional quantum Hall effect is an example of the new physics that has emerged from the enormous progress made during the past few decades in material synthesis and device processing. Driven by the increasing demands of the electronic and photonic industry for material control, ultrathin semiconductor layers of exceptional purity and smoothness are now being fabricated routinely. This technology has made it possible to realize two-dimensional (2D) electron systems of unprecedentedly low disorder, which have become an ideal laboratory in which to study many-particle physics in lower dimensions. In particular for 2D electrons in a magnetic field the discoveries have been stunning: An abundance of new energy gaps exists where one expected none. Hall resistances are quantized to exact rational fractions of the resistance quantum, while the magnetoresistance is vanishing. Huge external magnetic fields are apparently eliminated, and new particles with ballistic trajectories emerge. Theory has constructed a powerful and elegant model to account for these strange observations: Electrons condense into novel quantum liquids leading to rational fractional quantum numbers and to carriers with exactly fractional charge. Electrons absorb magnetic flux quanta, seemingly eliminating external magnetic fields. Particle statistics are altered from ferrnionic to bosonic and back to ferrnionic. And a novel, field-induced particle pairing mechanism is foreseen.
growing high-quality single-crystal films of selected semiconductors with different energy, 1979) . The carriers in such structures are free to move along the 2D plane, but their motion perpendicular to the planes is quantized. As a result, a low-density 2D metal of high perfection emerges (n~0.2-4X 1011 cm-2 ). In the cleanest case of GaAsI AlGaAs heterostructures, the 2D carriers show low-temperature mean free paths as long as 0.1 mm (!).
Application of a magnetic field normal to the plane further quantizes the in-plane motion into Landau levels at energies Ej={i+ 1I2)hw c ' where wc=eBlm* represents the cyclotron frequency, B the magnetic field, and m* the effective mass of electrons having charge e. The number of available states in each Landau level, d = 2e BI h, is linearly proportional to B. The electron spin can further split the Landau level into two, each holding eBlh states per unit area. Thus the energy spectrum of the 2D electron system in a magnetic field is a series of discrete levels, each having a degeneracy of eBlh (Ando et al., 1983) . At low temperature (T~Landaulspin splitting) and in a B field, the electron population of the 2D system is given simply by the Landau-level filling factor v=nld = nl (e B I h). As it turns out, v is a parameter of central importance to 2D electron physics in high magnetic fields. Since hIe = 4Jo is the magnetic-flux quantum, v denotes the ratio of electron density to magnetic-flux density, or more succinctly, the number of electrons per flux quantum. Much of the physics of 2D electrons in a B field can be cast in terms of this filling factor.
Most of the experiments performed on 2D electron systems are electrical resistance measurements, although in recent years several more sophisticated experimental tools have been successfully employed. In electrical measurements, two characteristic voltages are measured as a function of B, which, when divided by the applied current, yield the magnetoresistance Rxx and the Hall resistance Rxy (see insert Fig. 1 ). While the former, measured along the current path, reduces to the regular resistance at zero field, the latter, measured across the current path, vanishes at B = 0 and, in an ordinary conductor, increases linearly with increasing B. This Hall voltage is a simple consequence of the Lorentz force's acting on the moving carriers, deflecting them into the direction normal to current and magnetic field. According to this classical model, the Hall resistance is Rxy = Blne, which has made it, traditionally, a convenient measure of n.
It is evident that in a B field current and voltage are no longer collinear. Therefore the resistivity p which is simply derived from Rxx and Rxy by taking into account geometrical factors and symmetry, is no longer a number but a tensor. Accordingly, conductivity 0-and resistivity are no longer simply inverse to each other, but obey a tensor relationship 0-= p -1. As a consequence, for all cases of relevance to this review, the Hall conductance is indeed the inverse of the Hall resistance, but the magnetoconductance is under most conditions proportional to the magnetoresistance. Therefore, at vanishing resistance (p ->0), the system behaves like an insulator (CT->O) rather than like an ideal conductor. We hasten to add that this relationship, although counterintuitive, is a simple consequence of the Lorentz force's acting on the electrons and is not at the origin of any of the phenomena to be reviewed. Figure 1 shows a classical example of the characteristic resistances of a 2D electron system as a function of an intense magnetic field at a temperature of 85 mK. The striking observation, peculiar to 2D, is the appearance of steps in the Hall resistance Rxy and
